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 Status Comments
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ation

The charger is 
currently charging
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Charging a Radio and Battery using 
a Multi Unit Charger- MUC (Optional 
Accessory)

The Multi Unit Charger (MUC) allows drop-in 
charging of up to 6 radios or batteries. Batteries 
can be charged with the radios or removed and 
placed in the MUC separately. Each of the 6 
charging pockets can hold a radio or battery, 
but not both.

1. Place the charger on a flat surface.

2. Insert the power cord plug into the MUC’s jack.

Notes:
• This Multi Unit C

up to 3 radios (3
radios). Refer to

• Further details o
in the Instruction
For part number
section. 
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3. Plug the cord into an AC outlet.

4. Turn the radio OFF.

5. Set removable bracket for battery type.

6. Insert the radio or battery into the charging 
pocket.

Battery 
Fault (*)

Blinking red 
(fast)

Battery was faulty 
when inserted

Note: (*) Normally re-seating the battery pack 
will correct this issue. 
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HANNEL 
el, rotate the Channel 
d select the desired channel 

annel separately. Each 
wn Frequency, Interference 
and Scan Settings.

ONITORING 
monitor for traffic before 
oid ‘talking over’ someone 

ansmitting

press and hold the SB1(*) 
 channel traffic. If no activity is 
hear ‘static’. To release, press 
 channel traffic has cleared, 
r call by pressing the PTT 
GETTING STARTED
For the following explanations, refer to “Parts of 
the Radio” on page 11.

TURNING RADIO ON/OFF 
To turn ON the radio, rotate the On/Off/Volume 
Knob clockwise. The radio will chirp and the 
LED Indicator will briefly blink red.

To turn the radio OFF, rotate the On/Off/Volume 
Knob counterclockwise until you hear a ‘click’ 
and the radio LED Indicator turns OFF.

ADJUSTING VOLUME 
Turn the On/Off/Volume Knob clockwise to 
increase the volume, or counterclockwise to 
decrease the volume.

Note: Do not hold the radio too close to the ear 

SELECTING A C
To select a chann
Selector Knob an
number. 

Program each ch
channel has its o
Eliminator Code 

TALKING AND M
It is important to 
transmitting to av
who is already tr

To monitor, long 
button to access
present, you will 
SB1 again. Once
proceed with you
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when the volume is high or when adjusting 
the volume

button. When transmitting, the LED Indicator 
will blink red every 3 seconds.


